
Cyber Criminals Know You Use Remote Desktop systems.

Most organizations assume that the hackers who threaten them will be

motivated by the value of the informationthe company uses to provide its

services.

The truth is that cyber criminals don’t necessarily care about the value of 

corporate, personal and/or Financial data.

Many attacks are perpetrated on systems because there’s value in the 

processing power of the systems themselves.

In terms of business risks and associated consequences, Remote Desktop 

must be shielded and protected.

No longer an ‘if’ question, cyber-crime is undoubtedly a ‘when’.  

Cyber security is now a high priority for every organization!

As Windows infrastructures grow and evolve, it gets more and more difficult for security

experts to see all the endpoints in their architecture.

And you need to know your Remote Desktop vulnerabilities to mitigate your risk. TSplus

Advanced Security consists of a robust set of security features to protect against these

Remote Desktop attacks.

This software approach combines advanced technology as well as the latest lessons and

insights our elite team of Remote Desktop cyber security specialists brings back from real

world missions.

TSplus Advanced Security is available in two editions: Security Essentials (5 features) and

Ultimate Protection (7 features).



The best package to keep your Remote Desktop connection safe, with powerful protection features. The security solution you can apply to all W7/W10 Pro RDP accesses.



The security tool every Windows Server administrator ‘Must Have’.  Everything you need to effectively protect your user environment and prohibit malicious actions.



Check TSplus Advanced Security in Real-time.

With the Security Event Log, display all detailed

information regarding the last 2500 events, and keep

track of any logon request and configuration in real

time.

The Event Log Monitors security events such as -

• Blocked, Failed or Granted connections.

• Stopped Attacks and Quarantined files.

• Configured User Sessions.

This offers a more relevant alternative to a full audit

solution. In addition, a deep global search is also

available for finding specific events quickly.

Unified and Efficient IP Address Management

IP address management is made easy with a

single list to manage both blocked and

whitelisted IP addresses.

A convenient search bar provides search

capabilities based on all information provided.

Further, administrators can perform actions on

several selected IP addresses with a single click,

such as unblocking and adding to whitelist

multiple blocked IP addresses.

It’s also possible to provide meaningful

descriptions to any IP address!

TSplus Advanced Security is compatible with the following 32 and 64-bit OSs:

Windows 7 to Windows 10

Windows Server 2008 R2 to Windows Server 2019

Pre-requisites:

https://tsplus.net/security-companions#ultimate-protection

